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New Thermal Ink Jet Printhead with Improved Energy Efficiency
Using Silicon Reactive Ion Etching
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In thermal ink jet (TIJ) printhead design, in order to satisfy various market demands, it is important to consider how effectively
the printhead transfers input energy to ejected drop performance. First, we defined energy efficiency as a ratio of ejected ink
drop energy (the sum of kinetic and surface energy) to consuming electric energy in the heater of thermal ink jet printhead. We
examined a method for increasing the energy efficiency in terms of printhead design, and we found that it relates with an
inertance ratio of the rear fluid pass to the front. We proposed a new side shooter thermal ink jet printhead for improvement of
the inertance ratio, and we tried to fabricate channels on silicon wafers by a reactive ion etching (RIE). The printhead achieved
higher energy efficiency when compared with the conventional design and it has been proved that high energy efficiency enables
low consuming energy or high drop energy, and other good characteristics have been also obtained by the printhead.
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Introduction
Since personal computers have been spread widely and
Internet environments have been prepared rapidly,
people can get various fine images that they want from
all over the world. In addition, because digital cameras
have become cheaper and the pixel number of CCD has
increased (already exceeding ‘Mega-Pixel’), we can see
high quality images on our computers at home easily.
As a natural desire, we want to print these images on
paper and see them in our hands.

Recently, most office documents have been colored to
appeal to readers. So, the demand for producing many
high quality color documents at high speeds has been
increased today.

In these situations, small, inexpensive, high image
quality, high speed and highly reliable color printers
have become more desirable. We believe, and it is rec-
ognized in the market, that thermal ink jet (TIJ) print-
ing has a high potential to satisfy these demands in both
home and office environments because ink drop ejection
and the printing mechanism in thermal ink jet are very
simple.

In order to respond to the above market demands, it is
important to consider how little energy TIJ printhead
consumes and the high performance it offers. Namely,
we must consider such a printhead design that can ef-
fectively transfer input electric energy to a desired drop
performance. We call this transformation efficiency en-
ergy efficiency of TIJ printhead. If we can get high effi-
ciency, we will be able to achieve low energy consumption
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to get a desired performance (drop volume), or get a high
performance (drop velocity) at the same consuming en-
ergy. The former case makes the printer size smaller and
decreases its cost. The latter can widen the variety of
inks and decrease maintenance work load, and conse-
quently achieve high image quality and high reliability.

Energy Loss in Thermal Ink Jet and Definition of
Energy Efficiency
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a typical side
shooter TIJ printhead. After an electric pulse of several
microseconds is applied to the heater, the temperature
on the heater surface increases rapidly and reaches to
a superheat temperature. Homogeneous nucleation oc-
curs, and a vapor bubble is generated with high pres-
sure. The high pressure bubble pushes ink both forward
(to the nozzle) and backward (to the reservoir). The
pushed ink overcomes surface tension of the meniscus
and forms an ink drop.

In this process, when electric energy supplied from the
power source is changed to ink drop energy, a great
amount of energy loss occurs. The energy losses can be
classified by physical phenomena or locations where they
occur:

1. Electric loss in electrode and driver (IR drop):
electric energy changes only partially into heat due
to the resistance of electrode and driver.

2. Thermal transfer around the heater:
heat generated at the heater layer is transferred not
only to the upper, but also to the lower and side
directions.

3. Bubble generation:
not all of the energy transferred to the interface of
heater surface and ink contributes to bubble
generations and growth.
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Uk1t deliver high-ilnage quality prinling can be achieved using
high-precision slnall nozzles with high ejection power. For cost
reduction and smaller size, an integration of LSI inlo lhe print
head chip is the most suitable. TI,e cost per jet in TIl is low
because the number of components is smalL by which the logic
circuil is easy to integrale in the head chip. Therefore. the TIJ
printer fulfills these three important factors.

Use of integration technologies of LSI process and Si micro
macltining process enable fabrication and operation of a ltigh
speed. ltigh-itnage quality. and low cost TIl printhead.

....bstract-This paper descdbes the fabrication and characteri
zation of a thermal ink jet (TIJ) pl'inthead suitable for high speed
'lnd high-quality printing. The printhead has been fabricated by
dicing the bonded wafer, which consists of a hubble generating
heatH plate and a Si channel plate. The Si channel plate consists
of un ink chamber and an ink inlet fOimed b~' KOH etching, and
a nOlzle formed by inductinly couple plasma reactive ion etching
(Iep RlE)o The nozzle formed by RIE has squeezed structures.
which contribute to high-enel'g)' efficiency of drop ejector and.
therefore, successful ejection ofsmall ink drop. The nozzle also has
a dome-like structure c~llled channel pit, which contributes to high
jetting frequency and high-enelogy efficiency. These two wafers an~

directly bonded using electl'Ostntic bonding of full-cured polyimide
to Si. The ~ldh('sive-Iess bonding provided an ideal shllped small
nozzle odficf'. Use of the Sllme material (Si suhstl'ate) in heater
plate and channel plate enables the fabrication of high precision
long printhead because no displacement and delamination ocelli;
which are caused bv the difference in thermal expansion coefficient
between the plates~ With these technologif."s, we have fabricated a
I" long priDthead with 832 nOlzles having 800 dots per inch (dpi)
.'("solution and a" pI. ink drop \'olume. 110851

Index Terms-Drop ejector, electrostatic bonding, microma
chining, I"('active ion etching, thennal ink jet.

Wire Bonding Pad

Fig. I. Image of printhead chip.

1nk inlet Orifice

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE market of inkjel printers is growing rapidly because of
its advantages. e.g.. high-quality color image. low machine

cost. small size. and low printing noise. There are different kinds
of inkjet printers according to their actuation method. TIlese in
clude thennal type [I}-[5], piezoelectric type [6J. acoustic wave
type [7J. and electrostatically driven type [81. Among them.
ulennal type and piezoelectric type are Ule most commonly used
actuation methods in commercial ink jet printers. Three impor
tant faclors for ink jet printers are print s-peed_ print quality. and
machine cost. For high-speed printing. high-density nozzle and
long array printhead are lhe important factors. TIle Ulennal ink
jet (TlJ) is suitable because il is easy to array the heater (actu
ator) and nozzle in high density. However. the piezoelectric type
needs a large actuator. therefore_ a high-densitv nozzle array is
difficult to achieve. For high-qualitv printing. small ink droplets
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II. FABRICATION PROCESS

TIle printhead c1tip shown in Fig. I is fabricated by dicing
the bonded wafer. wltich consists of a heater plate wafer. and a
Si channel plate wafer. TI,e structures of TIJ prinlhead chip are
shown in Fig. 2. [4]. Nozzle orifice appears at Ule dicing plane.
Because the heater plate and the channel plate are bOlh Si cl)'s
tal line substrales. there is no difference in the lhenna! expansion
coefficient between both plates thus. c1tip warp does nol occur.
Tltis printhead is. therefore. suitable for long cltip concept. In
O,e following sections. lhe primal)' process teclmologies for Ole
prinlhead c1tip are presented.

.-I. Ifeater Plate

TI,e heater plate consiSlS of logic MOS LSI. embedded ltigh
\'olmge (HY) MOS transistor. Poly Si heating resistor and poly
ilnide filin. which protects the device from ink attack. The poly
ilnide film is patterned by O2 plaslna RIE. TIle process steps are
(a) TIle polyintide is coated and cured at temperature (350°C)
abo\'e Ule glass-transition lemperature (285°C) to enhance O,e
durabilitv against ink. (b) The polyimide film is planarized bv
chelnical mechanical polislting (CMP). (c) The polyintide film
is patterned by O2 plasma RIE by llsing a mask of Si-cont,tining
resist. The polyimide used was Durintide 7520 poly imide from
Arch Chelnicals Inc. having a finailitickness of 10 /."n.
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